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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK FALL ON YOUR KNEES - OPRAH #45
Following the curves of history in the first half of the twentieth century, Fall on
Your Knees takes us from haunted Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia, through the
battlefields of World War I, to the emerging jazz scene in New York City, and into
the lives of four unforgettable sisters. The mythically charged family - James, a
father of intelligence and immense ambition; Materia, his Lebanese child-bride;
and their daughters: Kathleen, the eldest, a beautiful talent preparing for a career
as an opera diva; Frances, incorrigible liar and hell-bent bad girl; Mercedes,
obsessive Catholic and protector of the flock; and Lily, the adored invalid who
takes us on a quest for truth and redemption - is supported by a richly textured
cast of characters. Fall on Your Knees is a story of inescapable family bonds, of
terrible secrets, of miracles, racial strife, attempted murder, birth and death, and
forbidden love.
FALL ON YOUR KNEES (OPRAH #45): ANN-MARIE - AMAZON.COM
Fall on your Knees by Ann-Marie MacDonald is the epic story of a family that
appears to be doomed from its inception. It starts with a young James Piper
marrying a. Fall on your Knees by Ann-Marie MacDonald is the epic story of a
family that appears to be doomed from its inception. It starts with a young James
Piper marrying a very young Materia Mahmoud, against her father's wishes. "Fall
On Your Knees" by ladd_jenniferm (see profile) 07/23/09 A dark look at a
woman's life in the early 19th century. Submissive behavior, incest, death and
more - it's all in there. Fall On Your Knees is a heady, haunting brew, carefully
structured, witty and distinctive." -- The London Observer "Some wonderful writing
has come out of Canada in recent years from such authors as Robertson Davies
and Margaret Atwood. Fall on Your Knees is a story of inescapable family bonds,
of terrible secrets, of miracles, racial strife, attempted murder, birth and death, and
forbidden love. Key Features Author(s) Fall on Your Knees is a story of
inescapable family bonds, of terrible secrets, of miracles, racial strife, attempted
murder, birth and death, and forbidden love. show more Product details Fall on
Your Knees is a story of inescapable family bonds, of terrible secrets, of miracles,
racial strife, attempted murder, birth and death, and forbidden love. "synopsis"
may belong to another edition of this title. Fall on Your Knees-Oprah #45 (Oprah's
Book Club) by MacDonald, Ann-Marie. Simon & Schuster. Hardcover.
0743237196 Thousands of Happy Customers!1.14 . Very Good.. Fall on Your
Knees is a story of inescapable family bonds, of terrible secrets, of miracles, racial
strife, attempted murder, birth and death, and forbidden love. About the Author
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Ann-Marie MacDonald is a writer and an actress. Ann-Marie MacDonald is a
Canadian playwright, novelist, actor and broadcast journalist who lives in Toronto,
Ontario. The daughter of a member of Canada's military, she was born at an air
force base near Baden-Baden, West Germany. Fall On Your Knees (Oprah
#45)The book follows the Piper family from the late 1890's through several I'll
admit that I am always a bit of a night owl but even I don't stay up that late often.
However I just couldn't put this book down. Fall On Your Knees (Oprah #45) by
Ann-Marie MacDonald Kindle Edition- The Piper family is steeped in secrets, lies,
and unspoken truths. At the eye of the storm is one secret that threatens to shake
their. 5.0 out of 5 stars - Fall On Your Knees (Oprah's Book Club) by MacDonald,
Ann-Marie Fall On Your Knees is a heady, haunting brew, carefully structured,
witty and distinctive." — The London Observer "Some wonderful writing has come
out of Canada in recent years from such authors as Robertson Davies and
Margaret Atwood. Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Fall On
Your Knees (Oprah #45) at Amazon.com. Read honest and unbiased product
reviews from our users.
AMAZON.COM: CUSTOMER REVIEWS: FALL ON YOUR KNEES (OPRAH
#45)
Send best books to prison inmates. Sureshotbooks offers you wide collection of
books, magazines and newspapers from all states to send for inmates. Set on
stormy Cape Breton Island off Nova Scotia, Fall on Your Knees is an
internationally acclaimed muligenerational saga that chronicles the lives of four
unforgettable sisters. Buy Fall On Your Knees *Oprah #45 by Ann-Marie
Macdonald (ISBN: 9780552061063) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low
prices and free delivery on eligible orders. Don't forget to print your list of official
Oprah's Book Club selections and mark the ones you've completed. 26 of 79. Fall
on Your Knees. By Ann-Marie MacDonald. Fall On Your Knees (Oprah's Book
Club) (Paperback) by Ann-Marie MacDonald (Author) and a great selection of
similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at AbeBooks.com.
Ann-Marie MacDonald (born October 29, 1958) is a Canadian playwright, novelist,
actress and broadcast host who lives in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.The daughter of
a member of Canada's military, she was born at an air force base near
Baden-Baden, West Germany. Fall On Your Knees is a heady, haunting brew,
carefully structured, witty and distinctive." -- The London Observer "Some
wonderful writing has come out of Canada in recent years from such authors as
Robertson Davies and Margaret Atwood. Fall on Your Knees does not disappoint;
this is an ambitiously big story—refreshingly old-fashioned in its wide scope, the
sheer number of central characters, and the tale's own epic-like complexity. The
advice here is not to wait until your knees are completely destroyed before
seeking surgery, but to make sure that you've tried other measures first (namely,
physical therapy to strengthen. Booktopia Bookshop search results for 'oprah'.
The items we may sell online for these products are books, paperback, hardback,
audio cds or cassettes, large print, mp3 and whatever format is available for us to
sell online. Knee pain can result from many problems, from sports injuries to
arthritis to gout. And when knee arthritis or a torn knee ligament strikes, climbing
stairs, walking, and even standing can be painful. Is an award-winning author
(selected for Oprah's Book Club): Fall On Your Knees (Vintage Canada, 1997 "Oprah's Book Club" selection #45, February 2002) Star Sign. Fall On Your
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Knees. Following the curves of history in the first half of the twentieth century, Fall
On Your Knees takes us from haunted Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia, through
the battle fields of World War One, to the emerging jazz scene of New York city
and into the lives of four unforgettable sisters.
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